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AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE AND RESEARCH JOURNAL 19:4 (1995) 193–211

The Legacy of Ethnic Cleansing:
Implementation of NAGPRA in Texas

STEVE RUSSELL

INTRODUCTION

Most people understand that interment of human remains is
permanent, “earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust.”1 But for
Native Americans since their earliest contacts with Europeans,
this understanding has been violated. The Pilgrims brought loot
from a grave back to the Mayflower2—according to the admis-
sions in a journal first published in 1622—setting a precedent of
European disrespect for Native American dead that continues to
this day.3

The sanctity of the grave as a straightforward matter of human
dignity might seem easily protected in these enlightened times.
Indians no longer pose any threat to European-American expan-
sion; the new country on the “new” continent has achieved its
manifest destiny. Continued grave robbing may only add insult
to numerous injuries, but our contemporary lack of cloture on this
issue was demonstrated again on 16 November 1990, when the
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
(NAGPRA) was signed into law.4

Retired judge Steve Russell, a citizen of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, is an
assistant professor of criminal justice at the University of Texas at San Antonio
and sits on the boards of the Texas Indian Bar Association and the Native
American Bar Association. This article is based on a paper presented at the
annual meeting of the Law and Society Association in Phoenix, Arizona, 16–19
June 1994.
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NAGPRA’s principal concern is reversing the results of grave
robbing, past and present—that is, the disposition of human
remains and funerary objects—but the new statute also deals with
sacred objects and cultural patrimony. Both cultural patrimony
and the identification and disposition of sacred objects can be
disputed among reasonable persons, but the contents of graves—
human remains and funerary objects—present much more simple
questions and will therefore be the focus of this article. If the
contents of graves cannot be protected by federal or state law, any
hope of returning other religious and cultural artifacts to their
true owners would be futile, both legally and politically. This
may not be true nationally, where an electronic search of the
1994 and 1995 Federal Register reveals four proposed repatriations
of sacred objects and none of human remains, but the trend in
Texas is clear. At this writing, the few repatriations in Texas have
been of human remains only; the additional burdens of proof
NAGPRA requires to identify sacred objects and cultural patri-
mony could be daunting given the political atmosphere in Texas—
where “property rights” reign supreme—and the absence from
the state of the rightful claimants for reasons shown later in this
article.

A complication in the apparently simple matter of protecting
graves is that physical anthropologists and archaeologists cite the
need to advance human knowledge as justification for disturbing
Indian graves and appropriating the contents. Under scientific
imprimatur, “imperial archaeology”5 (in the words of Pawnee
historian James Riding In) has succeeded in making the self-
evident problematic. The burden has fallen on modern Indians to
assert rights to defend the repose of early historic and prehistoric
Native American remains. Part of their effort to meet this burden
has been the enactment of NAGPRA.

The promise of NAGPRA, however, remains elusive in Texas.
The American Indian Resource and Education Coalition (AIREC),
an intertribal organization founded in response to Texas’ dissolu-
tion of its Indian Commission in 1989, has spent years locked in a
struggle with recreational grave looters on one side and scientific
grave looters on the other. AIREC’s bylaws require that a majority
of its governing board be enrolled in a federally recognized Indian
tribe, and the organization has, to date, acted only as a proxy for
Indian tribes formerly residing in Texas, at the request of those
tribes. AIREC is the trustee for the Comanche National Cemetery,
a final resting place on donated federal land in central Texas for
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remains repatriated under NAGPRA or as a result of demands
AIREC continues to make outside of the letter of NAGPRA.

The Comanche National Cemetery is so named because the first
people reinterred there were Comanche. The intertribal nature of
the cemetery was underscored in 1994 when Tonkawa and Comanche
remains were reburied in an intertribal ceremony, historical en-
emies at rest together while their descendants shared prayers and
food. To understand how an intertribal organization in Texas
became the instrument for repatriation of remains identified with
Oklahoma tribes, it is necessary to understand which Indians live
in Texas today and, more important, which Indians do not.

ETHNIC CLEANSING IN TEXAS

The 1990 census indicates that about 66,000 self-identified Native
Americans live in Texas,6 forming one of the larger surviving
Indian populations in the United States, even if allowances are
made for inflation of the figures by the Census Bureau’s practice
of accepting self-identification at face value. Most of these people
live in urban areas and are more or less assimilated, living lives
indistinguishable at a distance from their Euro-American neigh-
bors, speaking English, and having little contact with tribal gov-
ernments.

There are three Indian reservations and therefore three tribal
governments in Texas.7 None of these tribes—Alabama-Coushatta,
Kickapoo, and Tigua—is indigenous to Texas.

Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto first encountered the sepa-
rate tribes that became the Alabama-Coushatta in 1540–41 in the
lands now known as Mississippi and Alabama. Alabama and
Coushatta people, squeezed west by white settlement, arrived in
Texas in the mid-1780s. Having aided the “Texians” (now Texans)
during the revolution, the Alabama were given a reservation by
the Texas Legislature in 1854, where they were joined by the
Coushatta by 1858.8

French explorer Samuel de Champlain first encountered the
Kickapoo in 1612 in the land now known as Michigan. Forced
south by white settlement, the Kickapoo divided, and many were
forced to accept reservations, first in Missouri, then Kansas, then
Oklahoma. Other Kickapoo settled in Texas in the early nine-
teenth century, sided with Mexico in the Texas Revolution, and
raided south Texas from across the Mexican border as late as 1873.
During the 1940s, the Mexican Kickapoo became migrant farm
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workers, crossing into the United States for seasonal work.9 They
were recognized as having U.S. citizenship in 198310 and received
their reservation land from private donors in 1985.

Spanish explorer Francisco Coronado first encountered the
Tigua (or Tiwa) in 1540 when he spent part of the winter of that
year in their Ysleta (now Isleta) Pueblo, located in the land now
known as New Mexico. The Tigua retreated with the Spanish to
what is now El Paso, Texas, after the Pueblo Rebellion in August
1680. Their Ysleta del Sur Pueblo was established on its present
site by 1684.11

A number of individuals and families from southeastern tribes
(Muscogee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee), like the Alabama
and Coushatta, and from a few other tribes (Potawatomi, Dela-
ware, Shawnee), like the Kickapoo, were pushed into Texas by
Euro-American expansion at roughly the same time as the earliest
American settlements.12

Because all of these tribes arrived in Texas after Europeans did,
and because they are numerically small—accounting for about 5
percent of the Indians currently residing in Texas—they are
unlikely to make significant claims under NAGPRA. Their dead
are buried, for the most part, in the same manner and in the same
places as their European settler contemporaries.

Three powerful forces contended for nineteenth-century Texas:
Americans, Mexicans, and the Comanche-Kiowa Alliance. Sev-
eral immigrant tribes in east Texas—principally the Cherokee—
strove through diplomacy to protect their farms but never became
more than pawns of one party or another. Promised title to their
farms in return for neutrality during the Texas Revolution, the
Cherokee were driven out of Texas by force of arms.13 Like the
Indians remaining on the three tiny reservations in Texas, these
east Texas farmers—”civilized Indians”—are no more likely to
draw the attention of grave robbers than the Euro-American
farmers who lived and died around them.

This is not to say that rural graves do not get robbed without re-
gard to the ethnicity of the deceased. But when the disturbed graves
contain Indians, even Indians from historical times, Texas’ response
is to investigate whether the robbers missed anything. A Texas ar-
chaeologist drew these conclusions from Alabama-Coushatta
burials dated in the latter half of the nineteenth century:

The Indians who buried their dead here had become
completely dependent upon store-bought items. This depen-
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dency upon trade goods did not destroy all the Indians’
knowledge of native arts and crafts, but rather created an
easier avenue of obtaining raw materials. For instance, the
clothes may be store-bought, but the making and placement
of silver conchos or the design pattern composed of glass
beads is entirely Indian.14

These less-than-earth-shattering conclusions came from strip-
ping Indian corpses dating from a time that produced more
European corpses. If such conclusions do provide scientific neces-
sity to strip corpses, today’s Indians have reason to ask whether
European corpses are being afforded an equal opportunity to be
stripped in the name of science.

Grave robbing is an even more serious problem for the earlier
inhabitants of Texas, and among those tribes none has suffered
more than the Caddo. One reason for this was the Caddoan burial
practice of lavishly providing for the departed soul’s journey.15

The other reason was the sheer artistry of Caddoan potters. The
reputation of Caddoan pottery among amateur and professional
pot hunters makes every Caddoan grave a potential bonanza.16 A
recent scientific looter of Caddoan graves found that “(m)any
objects had been placed in the graves with the dead, including
ceramics, bone tools, arrowpoints, plant and animal food items,
clay pipes, rattles, and jewelry.”17 The Caddoan Confederacies
were destroyed by European diseases long before the Texas
Revolution. The surviving Caddo, heirs to cultural if no longer
material wealth, are located near Binger, Oklahoma.

The Atakapan, a small east Texas tribe, lost its identity entirely
in the European onslaught, with the known survivors ending up
on the Caddo Reservation in Oklahoma or intermarried with the
Alabama-Coushatta people in Texas.

Two other indigenous peoples are now extinct in terms of tribal
identity—the Coahuiltecan by disease and intermarriage with
Mexicans18 and the Karankawa by military action.

At the time of first contact with Spanish explorers Francisco
Coronado and Juan de Oñate, the Wichita were located in what is
now Kansas. “Wichita peoples migrated southward during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries for several reasons. One of
the most powerful was the military pressure exerted from the
north by the Osages—equipped with European weapons.”19 After
migrating to Texas, the Wichita were first weakened by disease
and then finally removed by military action to their current
reservation in Anadarko, Oklahoma. Because the Wichita prac-
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ticed interment of funerary artifacts, their graves are in serious
danger of desecration, a danger that has not escaped the notice of
the remaining Wichita.

Wichita president Gary McAdams wrote in response to AIREC’s
plea to support an antigraverobbing bill in Texas during the 1993
legislative session:

I cannot resist pointing out the irony in the way the State
covets the remains of our ancestors. It was only 134 years ago
in 1859 when the Wichita were forcibly removed from ab-
original territory at the insistence of the citizens of Texas.
Many of our grandmothers and grandfathers died during
that forced march to the Indian Territory. Those people who
were not even given the basic human right of existence are
now treated like some state treasure. I am sure that the
citizens of Texas would not want the Tribes to hold them
accountable for those past actions and would feel unjustly
accused. I am sure they would say that those were different
times and indeed they were different times. But if the treat-
ment of Native American remains continues to be less than
respectful, less than dignified, you are preserving the judge-
ments and the actions of the state on that infamous day in
1859. . . . The burials are sacred to the Wichita. These spots
mark the final resting place of the earthly bodies of our
grandmothers and grandfathers. They mark the return to the
bosom from whence they came, the completion of a cycle.20

There was one more major agricultural tribe in Texas. “Of all
the Texas Indians the Jumanos are the least known, and the few
facts about their culture that we do possess seem to raise more
questions than they answer.”21 The Jumanos appear to have been
ground between the Spanish and the Apache22 just as the Apache
were later ground between the Mexicans and the Comanche.23

Some Jumanos became Mexican wageworkers;24 some joined
Apache bands.25 No Jumano tribe as such exists today.

Other early inhabitants of Texas were Southern Plains Indians.
The exact identity of Southern Plains Indian sites is often subject
to dispute among archaeologists.26 A Southern Plains Indian
burial, whether Lipan Apache, Comanche, Kiowa, or Tonkawa, is
likely to contain funerary artifacts, because all of these people
interred personal equipment with their dead.

If the only conflict between Europeans and Indians in Texas
had been with the Plains Indians, it would be unfair to use the
term ethnic cleansing. The war between the Spanish and the
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Apache and later the war between the Texans and the Comanche
and Kiowa could have rationally been adjudged fair fights, with
no more blameworthiness on either side than any other war. The
Indians had something the Europeans wanted, and these particu-
lar Indians fought the Europeans to a standstill until enough
European technology27 could be brought to bear to turn the tide.
That both sides slaughtered helpless noncombatants is an unsa-
vory fact that passes no more moral judgment than a debate
comparing Coventry with Dresden.

This very real war for the Plains, however, became an excuse for
the republic of Texas to remove all natives from Texas soil as a
matter of official policy. The only exceptions to this policy were
the Alabama-Coushatta, who were owed a debt of gratitude from
their actions in the Texas Revolution, and the Tigua, who were
peaceful and out of sight and therefore out of mind in El Paso.
Together, these tribes were numerically insignificant.

Republic of Texas president Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar de-
clared in his December 1838 inaugural address,

The white man and the red man cannot dwell in harmony
together. Nature forbids it. . . . knowing these things, I
experience no difficulty in deciding on the proper policy to
be pursued towards them. It is to push a rigorous war against
them; pursuing them to their hiding places without mitiga-
tion or compassion, until they shall be made to feel that flight
from our borders without hope of return, is preferable to the
scourges of war.28

Lamar’s anti-Indian position was popular. In the words of
Texas historian T.R. Fehrenbach, “To the frontier white, all Indi-
ans were vermin. Searching for the most damning epithet to de-
humanize the race, Texans called them ‘red niggers.’ The frontier
proverb ‘The only good Indian is a dead Indian’ did not originate in
Texas, but it was probably used more there than in any other state.”29

Whether the roots of Lamar’s policy were economic inevitability
or simple race hatred, he turned on the east Texas Cherokee, who
had been peaceably farming their land for twenty years.30

Instead of clear title to their farms—the reward they were
promised for their neutrality in the Texas Revolution of 1836—
Cherokee people were repaid with fire and steel. The Texans
engaged the Cherokee on 15 July 1839. After two days of battle,
during which Duwali, the eighty-three-year-old Cherokee leader,
was killed, the Cherokee were driven from their homes.
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This battle was followed by the forcible expulsion of at least
eight other tribes from east Texas, among whom only the Caddo
were indigenous to Texas.31 In 1841, Texas once again elected Sam
Houston to the presidency, causing a hiatus in the “leave or die”
policy toward Indians. Houston, an adopted Cherokee,32 had
always favored peaceful policies toward both “civilized” and
“wild” Indians,33 but, in the end, it would be Lamar’s policies that
built Texas as it is today, without a significant organized Indian
presence.34

With a little help from early ecological warfare—purposeful
extinction of the bison35—the Plains Indians were broken militar-
ily, finally subdued with the surrender of Quanah Parker in 1875,
and removed to Oklahoma. The Comanche tribe is now head-
quartered in Lawton, the Kiowa in Carnegie. The few surviving
Tonkawa live in an Oklahoma town called Tonkawa. Most surviv-
ing Lipan Apache live on the Mescalero Apache Reservation in
New Mexico.

The extinction and exile of virtually all Texas Indians threaten
to sever the ties between surviving Indians and their ancestors.
Since NAGPRA limits the right of repatriation (when no lineal
descendants in the European sense come forward) to Native
American tribes,36 and since none of the tribes currently residing
in Texas as tribes had aboriginal lands in Texas, the success of
Texas’ campaign of ethnic cleansing continues to have ramifica-
tions for Indians, both for those who chose to leave and for those
who chose to die.

STATE LEGISLATION

The success of ethnic cleansing as a state policy, at least in Texas,
may have profound implications for the long-range viability of
the policies underlying NAGPRA. One such implication is the
difficulty “outside agitator” Indians have had and will have in
securing state law protection for Native American graves.

State law protection will be necessary because, when Texas
entered the Union, it retained its public domain; therefore, the
only land owned by the United States government in Texas has
been acquired by purchase or donation since statehood.37 After
Texas settled its border disputes with Mexico in the 1848 Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo and with the United States in the Compro-
mise of 1850, it was within today’s still-expansive borders, and all
public land was owned by the state.38 Since 1850, the United States
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has acquired only 2,844,943 acres of land in Texas.39 All three
federally recognized Indian tribes in Texas together own less than
five thousand acres.40 Future discoveries of Native American
remains and funerary objects in Texas will be covered by NAGPRA
if they take place on less than 2 percent of Texas land.

NAGPRA does require an inventory41 of those covered items
currently curated by institutions that receive federal funds,42 an
inventory that is intended to lead to repatriation in appropriate
cases.43 However, the inventory appears to be a one-time require-
ment, and the proposed regulations implementing NAGPRA
contain no duty to update the inventory.44 How, then, would the
tribes that have been expelled from Texas learn that their ances-
tors have been disinterred? After the inventory required by
NAGPRA, the only right to notice would be of disinterments
taking place on the minuscule lands owned by the federal govern-
ment or Indian tribes.45

If notice to the evicted tribes from Texas is problematic after the
first NAGPRA inventory, notice to the extinguished tribes is
impossible. An Indian burial on the great barrier islands of the
Texas coast, for example, dating from First Contact to the republic
of Texas, would almost certainly be Karankawa. NAGPRA’s
fallback positions help little. The Indian tribe “recognized as
aboriginally occupying”46 the barrier islands would be the
Karankawa even though their occupation was never recognized
“by a final judgment of the Indian Claims Commission or the
United States Court of Claims.”47 This leaves “closest cultural
affiliation,”48 a matter that could be subject to some dispute, given
the unique setting of the Karankawa culture. The problem here is
not that Texas tribes are likely to dispute “closest cultural affilia-
tion” to the Karankawa among themselves, but that scientists will
use the genuine puzzle over whom to notify as an excuse not to
notify anyone.

The limitations of NAGPRA in light of Texas history do not
diminish the accomplishment of the Native American Rights
Fund and others in lobbying for this landmark statute. Indeed, the
NAGPRA Review Committee recently posted draft regulations
for comment that, if adopted, would largely resolve the problem
of extinguished tribes.49 However, the remaining problems in
Texas of absentee tribes and very little land in federal or Indian
ownership invite recourse to state law.

Texas would not be the first state to determine that state legis-
lation is needed to protect Native American graves,50 but recent
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history leads one to wonder whether it will be the last. A bill to
criminalize grave looting was introduced with the support of the
Indian Commission in 1987 but failed to pass.51 A second attempt
successfully passed the legislature, only to be vetoed by Governor
Bill Clements.52 A third attempt in 1993, House Bill 1179, passed
the house only to perish in a senate subcommittee chaired by
Senator Gonzalo Barrientos—a friend of Indian interests—when
the Texas Historical Commission could not agree with the de-
mands of AIREC and the Texas Indian Bar Association (TIBA) that
any human remains or funerary artifacts taken into custody as a
result of a criminal prosecution for grave robbing be sent to an
institution that receives federal funds and therefore is covered by
NAGPRA.53

AIREC, representing every tribe that took a position, and TIBA,
representing AIREC, provided all of the Indian testimony in the
senate committee hearing. There was no Indian testimony in the
house committee hearing (allegedly because the state archeolo-
gist had failed to keep a promise to notify AIREC),54 where the
state archeologist made the case against grave looting in terms of
scientific data being lost, and no mention was made of repa-
triation or NAGPRA or what would become of Indian remains
seized from “collectors” under authority of the new law, except
that the state archeologist would take possession and “consult
with the appropriate tribal leaders or ethnic group” and con-
sider their claims before he designated an “appropriate reposi-
tory.”55 Informally, the state archeologist not only refused to
promise any repatriation at all but also made it clear that
repatriation guidelines from his office—if any—would not
resemble NAGPRA, because he was in disagreement with
NAGPRA.56

That the Texas Historical Commission would obstruct imple-
mentation of NAGPRA was fairly predictable. Two months after
NAGPRA was signed into law, the Texas Historical Commission
passed a resolution stating its “opposition to the reburial of
scientifically valuable human skeletal remains and associated
burial objects except in cases where such remains can be identified
as a known individual or living descendants can show a specific
family relationship to the remains.”57 The executive committee of
the Texas Historical Commission reaffirmed this same position of
disdain for a mere federal statute a year later.58

Curtis Tunnell, executive director of the Texas Historical Com-
mission and Texas’ state historical preservation officer (SHPO)59
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wrote a memorandum to the commission while the 1993 legisla-
ture was still in session, flagrantly misstating the nature of the
controversy over H.B. 1179:

The bill passed the house back in March, but has been
delayed in a Senate Committee (sic) by a local organization
who (sic) want to add provisions concerning reburial of mu-
seum collections.60

The controversy, in fact, had to do with disposition of evidence
after a criminal prosecution; no application to “museum collections”
seems even remotely possible on the face of the bill or the proposed
amendments.61 Tunnell went on to pronounce the issue “dead for
the session,” when all that would have been required to pass the bill
out of subcommittee would have been for Tunnell to agree not to
use a criminal prosecution as a vehicle for placing Indian remains
or grave goods beyond the reach of NAGPRA. The Texas Histori-
cal Commission repeated Tunnell’s misrepresentation more than
six months later, stating that H.B. 1179 “was tied up in a Senate sub-
committee when a Pan-Indian group (a non-tribal organization with
both Indian and non-Indian membership) demanded that the bill
be amended to allow Pan-Indian groups to repatriate scientific ar-
chaeological collections from museums for the purpose of reburial.”62

This legislative debacle illustrates two points: First, the Texas
Historical Commission is not unaware of the political mileage to
be gained in the late twentieth century by exploiting the results of
ethnic cleansing in the late nineteenth century. So-called “Pan-
Indian groups” are the only means short of retaining attorneys for
the tribes forcibly removed from Texas to have any voice in either
repatriation under state law or compliance with NAGPRA. If the
Texas Historical Commission’s marginalizing rhetoric is success-
ful, NAGPRA’s implementation will depend on the very people
whose disregard for living or dead Native Americans made
NAGPRA necessary.

The second point illustrated by the Texas Historical
Commission’s willingness to kill legislation over a fairly trivial
mention of NAGPRA is that Texas remains in the professional
wagon-circling mode that predated the passage of NAGPRA on
the national level.63 State archeologist Robert Mallouf typified the
hysterical level of the H.B. 1179 debate:

The perceived inability of the archeological community to
present a united and enlightened defense during past repa-
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triation debates will, in the long run, only encourage reli-
gious fundamentalists, self-proclaimed mystics, ethnic
“wannabes,” aspiring politicians, and vacillating “archeo-
crats” to continue plucking away at our well-spring of scien-
tific collections and basic research rights.64

Mixed metaphors and creative epithets aside, it was difficult to
negotiate in that atmosphere, since any Texan who believed that
reburial might be appropriate would be subject to attack as an
anti-intellectual book burner. The hilarious but fictional mailing
to a museum spokeswoman of her grandparents’ remains65 began
to seem a valid tactic. More important, the debate on the state level
became a rematch of the cultural clash that was supposed to have
ended on the federal level with the passage of NAGPRA.

Although most of the concern about implementing NAGPRA
has focused on the alleged66 need for money to inventory collec-
tions,67 the collision between the Texas Historical Commission
and Indian intertribal organizations points to another problem.
Even though SHPOs have little to do with NAGPRA on its face,68

the absence of Texas Indians from their aboriginal lands because
of exile or extermination has left the SHPO, by default, the only
source of information and advice concerning compliance with
NAGPRA for state institutions. Universities and museums have
long-established relations with the SHPO; Indians in Texas have
been virtually invisible since the legislature allowed the Indian
Commission to sunset in 1989, and, at this writing, no self-
identified Native American holds any statewide office in Texas,
elected or appointed.

Curtis Tunnell, the incumbent SHPO, solidified his position as
arbiter of NAGPRA requirements by successfully urging the
Texas Historical Commission to pass a resolution that, “in accor-
dance with the intent of NAGPRA, [the Commission] henceforth
recognizes only Native American tribal groups as defined by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (Federal Register 58, no. 250) for purposes
of deliberations and prerogatives relating to the repatriation of
scientific collections.”69 With this resolution, a state agency—well
aware that most repatriation decisions in Texas are, of necessity,
outside the letter of NAGPRA—has informed a particular racial
group, Indians, that remains of their ancestors are still “scientific
collections” in Texas and that no one need even try to discuss
repatriation outside of the minimal requirements of NAGPRA.
In urging passage of the resolution, Tunnell compounded his
past misrepresentations by referring to “(o)ur recent loss of im-
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portant burial legislation due to intractable Pan-Indian involve-
ment. . . .”70

After four appearances over two years on the Texas Historical
Commission agenda, during which this writer71 and others pointed
out the commission’s public disregard for NAGPRA and the
Texas Constitution,72 both the anti-NAGPRA resolution and the
anti-AIREC resolution were explicitly “superseded” by a new
resolution promising that “the Texas Historical Commission shall
consult in the spirit of stewardship with Indian tribes, private
organizations and individuals, local governments, and others
concerning the preservation and protection of Texas’ prehistoric
and historic archeological resources and collections.”73

Pan-Indian involvement continued to be intractable between
the Texas Legislature’s biannual sessions, resulting in an agree-
ment with the Texas Historical Commission that split the issues of
graves protection and repatriation insofar as those issues can be
split. The compromise graves protection bill, Senate Bill 528, was
identical in all respects with what the Indians had demanded in
1993: Any state seizure of human remains or grave goods was to
end in a connection to NAGPRA, with designation of a repository
that had received federal funds.

State Senator Gonzalo Barrientos, who had rescued Indian
interests in the 1993 session, passed S.B. 528 in the senate. In
committee, Barrientos recalled the deadlock on H.B. 1179 and
announced that the Indians were as united in support as they had
been in opposition two years earlier. Senator Peggy Rosson of El
Paso—home of the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo—expressed her grati-
tude that Barrientos had persevered, and the bill gained a unani-
mous favorable report. In laying out the bill before the full senate,
Barrientos stated, “We are all human beings, not curios. We all
want to ensure that our family members have gone to rest peace-
fully.”74

Barrientos’s eloquence was persuasive in the Texas senate, but,
when S.B. 528 arrived in the house of representatives, it suffered
the death of a thousand cuts. Amended at the request of lobbyists
for oil and gas interests, public utilities, lignite owners, and real
estate developers,75 the bill then drew fire from “property rights”
advocates. The house sponsor received at least one call from a
landowner who had leased his land to “collectors” who wished to
“mine” for Indian artifacts, claiming that the value of the land was
diminished by the value of the leases. Perhaps mercifully, time
ran out on the legislative session before S.B. 528 reached a floor
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vote in the house.76 The “intractable” Indians will have to return
again in 1997, fully ten years after the Texas Indian Commission
first raised the issue.

With no Indian Commission and little organized and vocal
Indian population, AIREC and the Texas Indian Bar Association
appear to stand alone in Texas. The three tiny Texas tribes are
supportive in principle, but the Tigua are litigating with the state
over the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, the Alabama-Coushatta
are litigating with a Texas school district over the right of Ala-
bama-Coushatta boys to wear their hair in accordance with their
traditions, and the Kickapoo—formerly resident under a high-
way bridge in Eagle Pass—live a hand-to-mouth existence with
little excess energy to expend on abstract political principles. The
tribes that were forcibly evicted from Texas—particularly the
Caddo, the Wichita, the Tonkawa, and the Comanche—protect
their dead as best they can, directly and through AIREC.77 The
Fort Hood military reservation, which follows NAGPRA to the
letter, has received and honored repatriation demands from the
Comanche,78 the Tonkawa,79 the Caddo,80 and the Apache.81

AIREC’s trusteeship of the Comanche National Cemetery was
created by a memorandum of understanding among AIREC, the
army and the Comanche Tribal Council. No sovereign tribe
among those affected has expressed lack of interest in their dead
or has failed to act to protect their dead when a feasible action was
available to them.

CONCLUSION

As the Texas Legislature was once more failing to act in 1995, a
Texas Tech University graduate archaeology student was docu-
menting the continuing despoliation of Indian graves, particu-
larly Caddoan graves in east Texas,82 where “collecting” is com-
mon and accepted behavior and trinkets made from Indian bones
can still be bought at gun shows. Recreational “collectors” con-
tinue to collect and scientific collectors continue to protect their
collections, while Indians remain intractable in opposition to
both.

Tribal and intertribal Indian intractability on the reburial issue
will continue because of the nature of the dispute. Those Indians
who see repatriation as a religious issue have no choice but to
continue the battle. Those who see it as a political issue are also
unlikely to go away, simply because the right of a people to bury
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their dead is so fundamental that denial of the right amounts to
dehumanization. This is the key to understanding the repatriation
debate in Texas and perhaps in the rest of the country. This is also
why the rights of the living depend in a very practical political
sense on the rights of the dead to return from whence they came:
earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust.
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